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1. Abstract

Welcome to the BSC FAIR whitepaper. This document outlines the key 
aspects of our revolutionary Metaverse crypto token in the Web3 era, 
aiming to transform decentralized finance and virtual experiences 
with a focus on fairness and transparency.

2. Introduction

BSC FAIR is a dynamic token built on the Binance Smart Chain, 
symbolized as FAIR, with a total supply of 1,000,000,000 and 18 
decimal places. This whitepaper delves into the token's purpose, 
design, and its role in shaping the future of decentralized ecosystems.

3. Token Details

- Name: BSC FAIR

- Symbol: FAIR

- Supply: 1,000,000,000

- Decimal: 18

- Network: Binance Smart Chain

- Contract: 0x5Ab31Dc551947Ae48Eb14D71E16B8BE5A7FB5EC0

- Explorers:  
https://bscscan.com/token/0x5ab31dc551947ae48eb14d71e16b8be5a
7fb5ec0



4. Vision and Mission

Our goal is to pioneer the Web3 and Metaverse landscape, introducing 
a new standard of fairness and transparency in decentralized finance. 
BSC FAIR aims to empower users and create immersive virtual 
experiences.

5. BSC Fair Ecosystem

BSC Fair’s ecosystem is designed to o�er a versatile platform for 
diverse applications and  services, enabling users to engage in a 
variety of activities within the Metaverse, ranging from  immersive 
gaming experiences to decentralized finance and beyond.

6. Tokenomics and Distribution

Token distribution is allocated as follows:

- Reserve Fund 10%

- Staking 10%

- Ecosystem Development 20%

- Burn 10%

- Community and Partnerships 20%

- Team and Advisors 30%



7. Roadmap

Discover our strategic roadmap, outlining key milestones and 
developments planned for the growth and enhancement of BSC FAIR.

- Phases 1 : Whitepaper,Smart Contact Develop, Community Growth, 
Airdrop, Cex Listing. 

- Phases 2 : Nft Launch, More partnership, Nft Holder Airdrop. 

- Phases 3 : more roadmap coming soon.

8. Partnerships and Community Engagement

Explore our collaborations and community engagement initiatives, 
illustrating the network e�ect and support surrounding BSC FAIR.

9. Security and Transparency

We prioritize the security of our ecosystem and commit to 
transparent practices. Learn about the measures taken to ensure the 
safety of BSC FAIR users.

10. Risk Factors

- Regulatory Changes: Adapting to evolving legal frameworks. 

- Competition: Competing with established blockchain platforms. 

- Security Risks: Mitigating potential security threats.



11. Team and Advisors

Meet the dedicated individuals driving the success of BSC FAIR, and 
learn about their expertise and contributions to the project.

- Aaron Toby : https://t.me/aaron_toby (Founder & CEO)

 - Austin Powers : https://t.me/Austin_Fair (Advisor) 

- Andrew Smith : https://t.me/AndrewSmith1989 (CTO)

12. Interact with Us on Social Media

Connect with BSC FAIR on various social media platforms to stay 
updated on the latest developments, announcements, and engage 
with the community.

- Telegram channel : https://t.me/BscFairO�cial 

- Telegram group : https://t.me/BscFairCommunity 

- X : https://x.com/BscFairO�cial

13. Conclusion

In conclusion, BSC FAIR is more than a token; it's a catalyst for change 
in the Web3 and Metaverse realms. Join us on this journey towards a 
decentralized, fair, and transparent future.


